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Quarterly Exam-2016.   10th English I paper. Key Answers. 

1.  i) 1. i).disrespect ii) extremist iii) quietness iv) completely v) clear  

2. Agreement  ii) inoperative iii) increased iv) unsuccessfully  v)sweet. 

3.b) Bachelor of Physiotherapy.     4.a) Don't loose your temper.   5. Oatmeal       6. Horse power  

7. Photos.       8.dis belief      9.a) assumed charge         10. a)e-ra-di-cate. b)psy-cho-lo-gy. c) geo-gra-phy 

11. b) ache.           12.a) She is an innocent girl              b) He proves his innocence.                             

      c)She spoke innocently.  

13. His jokes brought ones to laugh. (or) We laughed of his jokes. 14. b) A lot of people attended the 

function.         15. c) I would teach him.       16. c) V A        17. b) will I?           18. a) one of the oldest 

19. b) There was no water in the well.      20. b) With reference to        21. c) to join     22. c)'passion for. 

23. a) the        24. a) with  

25. Be polite to everyone and you will be loved by all.  

26.Mangoes are bought in the villages and sold in the market by her.  

27.The Head master said to the students, "Tomorrow is a holiday."  

28. If you read the English New paper every day, you can enrich your vocabulary.  

29. The auditorium is longer than the laboratory.  

30. "Certainly you don't want a beggar to look happy, do you?"  

40. Crack lets the water in. 

41. The speaker is an adult. 

42. ‘boughs’  is meant brances. 

43. All the characters mentioned in the poem ‘Manliness’  will be  attained. Then the earth will be ours.     

        (or) 

    We  should reach our goal without wasting even the last minute. If we  do so, the earth is ours. 

44. It is a generous person having a deep desire to help others. 

52. a) Besides a race bike, he has a sports car.  

b) These letters will reveal the truth.    (or) 

        This letter will reveal the truth. 

  c) He studies hard for the exam. 

   d) She didn't know the answer. 

   e) He has a golden watch. 

 53. a)Police/ Soldiers are the officials in the picture.  

       b) They are planting a sapling.  

       c) Trees give us rain. They are useful for medicine.  

       d) Environmental Day.    (or) Planting trees. 

      e) I get that planting trees make the world green as well as reduce global warming. 
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